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ABSTRACT 
If the field K has enough elements or if its characteristic is suitably restricted, 
then for a given element A of a perfect classical Lie algebra 1 it is possible to 
compute in polynomial time X,Y E 1 such that A = [X,Y]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If the field K has enough elements or if its characteristic is suitably 
restricted, then it is possible to show that each element of a perfect classical 
Lie algebra is an additive commutator lying in the same Lie algebra. In 
group theory, for multiplicative commutators similar results were attained. 
The reader may compare [l-4]. With the results of K. Shoda [l] and of A. A. 
Albert and B. Muckenhoupt [5], it is easy to reach our claims for the special 
linear Lie algebras +d(n, K). G. Brown [6] showed these results for all 
classical Lie algebras. He found lower bounds for the number of elements in 
the field. The bounds we will find for the orthogonal and the symplectic Lie 
algebras are better, and so the results are true for a larger class of fields. We 
deal with the four classical Lie algebras: 
the special linear Lie algebras s&n, K), 
the odd orthogonal Lie algebras &(2n + 1, K), 
the even orthogonal Lie algebras &2n, K), 
the symplectic Lie algebras &,42n, K). 
In contrast to G. Brown’s paper, our results will be proved in a matrix 
theoretical way. This will be better for the derivation of algorithms and their 
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complexity. We define the three types with the help of the following 
matrices: 
(I,, 0, denote the identity matrix and zero matrix of rank n respectively). 
Now we define 
+,(n,K):={AEPL(n,K)ltr(A)=O}, n>2, 
e(2n+l,K) :={A E/C(2n+l,K)IS~A=-A’S~}, n>l, 
42n,K):=(AE/L(2n,K)IT_A=-AtTs}, n>,l, 
~~(2n,K):={AE~L(2n,K)lS~rA= -AtS,p}, n>l, 
(/d(n, K) stands for the general linear Lie algebra, the matrix algebra 
M(n, K) with Lie multiplication [ , I). For A in the different definitions 
above, the reader may verify the different forms of submatrices. 
To prove our claim in each case, it turns out to be convenient to pass 
from the matrix A to a suitably conjugate TAT- ’ inside the same Lie 
algebra, for which a factorisation can be computed more easily. Assuming 
this, it is easy to see that A is a commutator: 
TAT-‘= [X,Y], or A = [T-‘XT,T-‘YT]. 
(The reader may compare the first two lemmas in G. Brown’s paper [6].) So 
the problem is to find such matrices T. Therefore we look at the following 
groups: 
Stabsl(n,K) :={T EGL(~,K)( 
forallAEsk(n,K),TAT-rEsd(n,K)}, 
Stab,(2n,K):={TEGL(2n,K)I 
for all A E &(2n,K), TAT-’ E e(2n,K)}, 
Stab,,(2n, K) := {T E GL(2n, K)) 
forall AE~~(~~,K),TAT-‘E~~(~~,K)J, 
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[Here GL(n,K) denotes the general linear group. Enquiries about Stabc(2n 
+ l), K) are superfluous, as we see later.] We need the following three 
lemmata: 
LEMMA 1.1. StabJn, K) = GL(n, K). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let 
T, T2 
T= T 
[ 1 3 T4 l GL(2n,K), T, ,..., T,EM(~,K). 
lf T,fT, and TiT, are skew-symmetric, and T:T4 + T,‘T, E CWn, K)) (the 
centre of M(n, K)), then T E Stab_@n, K). 
Proof. We see the two relations imply that 
T’T_T = AT* for AEK\(O). 
An easy calculation shows that for A E &(2n, K), 
T_(TAT_‘) = -(TAT-~)~T_. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let 
E GL(2n,K), T, ,..., T4EM(n,K). 
Zf TiT, and T4fT2 are symmetric, and T,‘T, - T,fT, E C(M(n, K)), then 
T E Stab,P(2 n, K). 
Proof. By an analogous calculation to that in the proof of Lemma 1.2. w 
We remark in passing that in Lemmata 1.2 and 1.3, the reverse directions 
are also true. 
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2. WHEN IS EACH ELEMENT OF h&K) A COMMUTATOR 
IN .&n, K)? 
The contents of this section are related to the papers [I] and [5]. For the 
concept of computability we take as measure of complexity the number of 
field additions and the number of field multiplications needed by an algo- 
rithm. The statements about the complexity of certain algorithms in later 
theorems are always easily verified, and we leave this to the reader. The 
diagonal of a matrix A E M(n, K) will be abbreviated as diag(A), and is an 
element of K”. We often need the direct sum of two matrices A E M(n, K) 
and I3 E M(m, K): 
A@B:= o B c 1 A @ ~M(n+rn,K). 
The elementary matrices Eij have entry 1 at position (i, j) and zeros 
elsewhere. The rank is fixed by the context. C(M(n, K)) denotes the center 
of M(n,K). With the help of [l] and [5] th e reader may easily verify the 
following statements: 
LEMMA 2.1. For each A E M(n,K)\ C(M(n, K)) there exists T E 
GL(n, K) and there exists m E (1,. . . , n - l} such that 
(i> we have 
TAT- ’ = ; & , [ 1 
where 
diag(N)=(O ,..., O)EKnPm, heK\{O), or diag(TAT-‘)=(O ,..., 0); 
(ii) T, T-’ are computable, polynomially in n. 
COROLLARY 2.2. L.et K be a field such that char(K) 2 n or char(K) = 0. 
Then, fm each A E s,(n, K)\ C(M(n, K)), there exists T E GL(n, K) such 
that 
(i) diag(TAT- ‘) = (0,. . . ,O), 
(ii) T, T-l are computable, polynomially in n. 
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THEOREM 2.3. Let K be a field such that char(K) > n or char(K) = 0. 
Then for each A E sd(n, K), there exist X,Y E rk(n, K) such that 
(9 A = [XYI, 
(ii) X,Y are computable, polynomially in 72. 
3. WHEN IS EACH ELEMENT OF ,(2n,K) A COMMUTATOR IN 
@(2n, K)? 
Here we first answer the question for &(4, K). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let K be afield such that [I<[ & 5 and char(K) z 2. Then fw 
each A E &(4, K), there exist U,V E ,(4, K) such that 
(i> A = [U,Vl, 
(ii) rank(U) = 4. 
Proof For elements like 
the case 
tr 
([ I) 
a b =o 
c d 
will be treated later in the proof of Theorem 3.7. 
For elements A = (AZ,)@(- AZ,) we set 
(D, stands for 
[ 1 _y i with (D,)*= -I,). 
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For elements like 
we distinguish two cases. Since JKI > 5, there exist 5, and [a in K such that 
e1 + 5s z 0 and 5, z 5s. Now we choose U, V according to Table 1. 
Finally we look at elements like 
So we always have 
tr([: 3 #O. 
Now we proceed in two steps. Corresponding to three cases, we choose 
T, T-’ E Stab_(4, K) (see Lemma 1.2) according to Table 2. Let 
a:=det([z i;l), o:=tr([z i;])+o. 
Conjugating A by such a T, there exist r, p E K such that 
As the second step we choose M, N as shown in Table 3. Now we set 
U := T-‘MT, V := T-‘NT, because TAT-’ = [M, N]. Let 
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TABLE 2 
T T-1 
d 
b -1 0 0 Ob 0 0 -Id o o 
b#O 1 g 00 0 
0 0 0 -1 
0 Ob d 
d 1 
0 0 
b i; 
0 0 -1 0 
b=O 
c+O 
d a 
-- 0 
b=O 
u-d d-u 
c=o 
1 1 
~____ 
a#d a-d d-a 
0 
0 
0 
i 
In Table 3 we always have M, = 0,. Hence for 
it also follows that c’, = 0,. This fact will be used later in the proof of 
Theorem 3.7. 
Note that in all cases we have rank(U) = 4. e 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let A E &2n,K)U $,4(2n,K), such that there exists 
some i > 0 with a,, # 0. Then we call the matrix 
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I -- 
00 0 
d 
I 
J 
+A 
G 0 0 &&y 
b 
L I 
00 
++ 
cb 
I 
us: 
0 0 0 I @I 
G 
0 0 
us: P J 
1030 0 I+ 
G G 
0 blcJccIb o 
I I 
0 ‘elb o 0 
-lb - 0 0 
-II-x 0 0 - 
I 
000 00 0 
II * + II II + 
cbQ c_Qb 
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the sp-o-kernel of A [spoker(A)] if k is the maximum such that 
(9 a,_ k+r,n-_k+i = brr + O tCbij) z Bit 
(ii) we have 
where E, F, G, M, N, P, Q are suitable submatrices of A. 
If a,, # 0, it is clear that spoker(A) and A coincide. 
For +(2n, K) and &/1(2n, K) we prove simultaneously 
LEMMA 3.3. For each A l *(2n,K)U jp(2n, K) there exists Q E 
Stabc(2n, K)n Stab,P(2n, K) such that 
spoker ( QAQ - ’ ) = E a(2k, K) u &/(2k, K) 
diag(QAQ-‘)=(O,...,O) 
for some k l {l,..., n}, A E K \ (0}, C, D E M(k, K). 
Proof. Let 
Without loss of generality, M @ C(M(n, K)). Then, applying Lemma 2.1 to 
M, we obtain T E GL(n, K) and are done by setting 
(see Lemmata I.2 and 1.3). n 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let K be afield such that char(K) f 2. Then, for each 
A=[*; _;I”]Er(2n,K) 
there exists R E Stab,(2n, K) such that 
spoker( BAR-‘) = alI@ ( - aI,) 
or 
diag(RAR-r) =(O,...,O), 
for some L E { 1, . . . , n}, ~7 E K \ (0). 
Proof. We start with an iteration: 
Beginning of iteration: A, := A, C, := C, D, := D, A, := A. 
Step of iteration: When Ci # 0n_2i or Di f On_si for i < In /2] - 1, 
there exists Vi E Stabp(2(n - 2i), K) such that ci+l - *i+l’n-2(i+l) 
:= spoker( UiAiUi- ‘) EG42[n-2(i+1)],K). 
Existence of Vi: Let Ci # On_si. Then there is some c,, = - c,, # 0. We set 
Zn-zi 
In--2.i 
@n--2i +(E,, - 4,) ’ rs 1 
Lemma 1.2 implies that T;,T;-’ E Stab_(2n, K). Moreover the rth and the 
s th diagonal elements of Ti A i Tip ’ are zero. We still have 
to the left upper comer with the help of the matrices 
v,, := Z”_si - Err - E,, + Err + Err, 
V,, := Z,_,i - E,, - E,, + E,, + E,,. 
to move both zeros 
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Now V,.,@V,.,, V,,@V,, E Stabj2(n -2i), K): see Lemma 1.2. So we set 
q-l := Ti-‘(v,,q.,)(v,,w,,). 
The case Di # 0n_-2i is quite analogous. 
Assume now that the iteration runs i times. So we get U,,, . . . , Ui_l of 
different ranks. Let 
for l<k <i-l, 
and set 
1n-2keuk, @n-2keUk2 
R, := @n-2keUk3 1 t-2keUk4 ’ lGk,<i-1, 
k =O. 
A calculation shows that alI Rk E Stab-(2n,K), because u,“,uk, + u&uk, = 
Zzk (compare Lemma 1.2 with A = 1). Finally we define 
R := R,R,_I . . . R, E Stab-(2n,K); 
see Lemma 1.2. W 
LEMMA 3.5. ,?it K be afield such that char(K) z 2. Then, fm A = pI,@ 
(- pZ,) E &Zn, K), there exists S E StabJ2n, K) such that 
0 
spoker(SAS-‘)= t _cL l 0(2,K) 
[ 1 
or 
diag(SAS-‘) =(O,...,O). 
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Proof As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we take the matrix D, and define 
DZk:= & D,. 
i=l 
For even n = 2k. we set 
S.-p;” y. s-q_;D” ;;I. 
and see with Lemma 1.2 that S,S-’ E Stab*(2n, K). An easy calculation 
shows that 
diag(SAS-‘) =(O,...,O). 
For odd n = 2k + 1, we set 
+(Z,_$32) D,_,@O 1 [ Z,_,@l - D,_,@O ;(D,_r@O) I,_,@1 ’ s-1 := 1 -+( D,_,@O) +(Z,_r@2) ’ 
S, S-’ are in Stab0(2n, K), too. We calculate 
spoker( SAS-‘) = z 
0 
[ 1 -P . 
Lemmata 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 are summarized in 
THEOREM 3.6. Let K be a field such that char(K) z 2. Then for each 
A E *(2n, K) there exists U E Stab*(2n, K) such that 
0 
spoker(UAU-‘)= E _cL l ,(2,K), 
[ 1 P#O> 
or 
diag(UAU-‘)=(O,...,O) 
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For the next theorem we exclude the algebra &2, K) because it is not 
perfect. In fact, &2, K) # [a(2, K), &2, K)] = 0. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let n > 2, and K be a field such that char(K) z 2 and 
[Kl> 2n + 1. Then for each A E &2n,K), there exist X,Y E &(2n, K) such 
that 
(i> A =[X,Yl, 
(ii) rank(X) = 2n, 
(iii) X,Y are computable, polynomially in n. 
Proof. IA O,(l,. . .) t,, - &i,. , - .$, be 2n + 1 distinct elements in K. 
The existence of those elements is clear because char(K) + 2 and IKI > 2n + 
1. Using Theorem 3.6, there exists U E Stab_(2n, K) such that 
diag(UAU-‘) =(O,...,O) or spoker(UAU-‘) = E ’ 
[ 1 -P 
In the first case, let 
UAU-‘= [; $1, B=(bij), C=(cJ, D=(dij), 
with diag(B) = (0,. . . ,O). Then we set 
G := k Si( Ei, - Es”+,,“+,), 
i=l 
j#i 
n-l n 
+c c A-- [cij(Ei.n+j - Ej,n+i)- d,j(Ea+j,i - En+i,j)] . 
i=l j=i+l Si +Sj 
We calculate UAU- ’ = [G, H], and set 
X := U- ‘GU, Y := U-‘HU. 
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In the second case, let 
with suitable B, D, W E M(n - 2, K), such that 
“:= 
“1 “2 
[ 1 v, -v; E ,(4, K) 
and 
spoker( UAWl)= spoker( V)= z 
0 
[ 1 _~ . 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.1, there exist S, T E ,(4, K) such that V = [S, T] 
and rank(S) = 4. Let 
The remark at the end of the proof of Lemma 3.1 allows us to set S, = O,, 
since V belongs to elements of the last case. Then the above equation for V 
is equivalent to the following three equations: 
[SJ,l-w,=“,> (1) 
S,T, + T,S; = “a, (2) 
S,T, - SiT, - T3S1 + T& = “3. (3) 
Without loss of generality we define S, with 5, _ 1 and 5, according to the 
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tables in the proof of Lemma 3.1. The diagonal elements in Table 3 are just 
the eigenvalues of S,. Now we take the remaining el, . . . ,(, _2 to define 
n-2 
Z:= c &Eii~M(n-2,K), 
i=l 
-EijH(n-2,K), 
j#i 
n-3 n-2 
N:=z c Il”-(Eij-Eji)EM(n-2,K), 
i=l j=i+l ‘Ci+!Cj 
n-3 n-2 
Q:=c c 
x(Eji- Ei_j)~M(n-2,K). 
i-1 j=i+l ti-tj 
N and Q are both skew-symmetric. A calculation shows that Z, K, N, Q solve 
the following three equations: 
[zJ]=B, (4) 
ZN+NZ= D, (5) 
-ZQ-QZ=W. (6) 
Let M E M(2, n - 2, K) (two rows and n - 2 columns) and R E M(n - 
2,2, K) be the unique solutions of the system of matrix equations 
S,M-MZ=F, (7) 
S,M + S;Rt + RtZ = - J”. (8) 
We obtain the solution M, R by transforming this system to one linear 
nonhomogeneous system of equations. The resulting linear system has full 
rank. So there exists one unique solution, consisting of column matrices. The 
same is true for the matrices L E M(n - 2,2, K) and P E M(n - 2,2, K), the 
unique solutions of the system of matrix equations 
ZL - Is, - PS, = c, (9) 
ZP + PS; = E. (10) 
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We remark that for solving both systems above, it is important that 
rank(S,) = 2; this is true because rank(S) = 4 and S, = 0,. 
Finally, we define matrices 
G := 
0” 
1 
(-z*p(-s;) ’ 
I L N 
M T, -P* 
Q R -1” 
- R’ T, - LL 
P 
TC! 
-M1 
- Tf 
Now we calculate, with the help of (l&(10), 
[G,H] = UAU-I. 
Hence we set X, Y as before. Furthermore, we have rank(X) = 2n in both 
cases, in the second case because rank(Z) = n - 2 and rank(S,) = 2. n 
4. WHEN IS EACH ELEMENT OF ,(2n + 1, K) A COMMUTATOR 
IN ,(2n + 1, K)? 
With the result in Section 3, this question is easy to answer: 
THEOHEM 4.1. Let K be afield such that char(K) f 2 and 11<1 z 2n + 1. 
Then fw each A E &2n + 1, K), there exist X,Y E &2n + 1, K) such that 
6) A = [X, Y I, 
(ii) X,Y are computable, polynomially in n. 
Proof. We may assume that n > 2, since 0(3,X) E s/(2, K). Let 
A=[ 1i i _!]E.(2n+l,K). a,bEK”, 
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Theorem 3.7 guarantees the existence of G, H E ,(2n, K) such that F = 
[G, HI, rank(G) = 2n, and G, H are computable, polynomially in n. Further 
let c, d E K” such that they solve the linear system of equations 
c, d are unique because rank(G) = 2n. Hence we are done by setting 
X:=O@G, rn 
5. WHEN IS EACH ELEMENT OF h/t(2n,K) A COMMUTATOR IN 
4272, K)? 
Thanks to the preliminary work of Section 3, we have less to do here. 
LEMMA 5.1. For 
there exists R E Stab,+(2n, K) such that 
spoker( SCAR-‘) = all@ ( - aZl) E ,,(2Z, K) 
or 
diag(RAR-‘)=(O,...,O) 
for- some u E K ‘x(0}, I={1 ,..., n). 
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Proof. Let us start again with an iteration: 
Beginning of iteration: A, := A, C, := C, D, := D, h, := h, k, := k. 
Step of iteration: When Ci z a,_,# or Di z On_ki for ki <n, there 
exists Ui E StabAP(2(n - ki), K) and k,+l > ki such that 
‘i+l 
- ‘i+lzn-ki+l I 
Existence of vi: Let Ci # @,,+k{. First case: diag(Cj) z (0,. . ,O>; then there 
exists some c,, z 0 and we set 
1 1 n+ki @n-ki 
vi := ( Vr,cBVr,)Ti, 
1 E Stab,P(2( n - ki), K) (see Lemma 1.3), 
ki+l :=k,+l. 
Otherwise, if diag(C,) = (0,. . . , 0) but Ci # @,_k,, there exists some c,, Z 0, 
r # s. and we set 
In-k 
’ EStab,P(2(n-ki),K), 
@n-ki I 
ki+, := ki +2. 
The case Di # en-k, is quite analogous. 
Assume that the iteration runs i times. Hence we obtain U,,, . . ., Vi and 
construct R E Stab,,_(2n, K) by these matrices as in the proof of Lemma 3.4. 
n 
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LEMMA 5.2. ,?A K be a field such that chalk K) Z 2. Then, fw A = PI,,@ 
( - PI,,) E &/t(2n, K), there exists S E Stab,,(2n, K) such that 
diag(SAS-‘) =(O,...,O). 
Proof. We set 
THEOREM 5.3. Let K be afield such that char(K)+2 and IKI>,2n+l. 
Then, for each A E .p(2n, K), there exist X,Y E bp(2n, K) such that 
(i) A = [XYI, 
(ii) rank(X) = 2n, 
(iii) X,Y are computable, polynomially in n. 
Proof. Lemmata 5.1 and 5.2 guarantee the existence of some U E 
Stab,P(2n, K) such that diag(UAU-‘) = (0,. . . ,O). SO let 
UA”-‘= [; _cBt], 
and we set, similarly to the first case of the proof of Theorem 3.7, 
G:= 2 ti(Eii-En+i,n+i), 
i=l 
n-l n 
+c c L[cij(Ei,n+j + Ej,n+i)-dij(En+i,j + En+j,i>] 
i=l jzi+l 5i +Sj 
+ 2 ‘( CiiEi “+i - diiEn+i,i). 
i=125i ’ 
Now we have UAU-’ = [G, HI. 
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